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PILOT FUNDAMENTALS
What is a pilot?

Who participates?

What are you really testing?

When should you pilot?

What tools/approaches are 
needed?

A true test of the learning experience prior to “go live”

Target learners, future facilitators, core project team, subject matter experts, key stakeholders

• Are the learning objectives achievable?
• Does the content support the learning objectives? Is there extraneous “nice to have”

content? Are there content gaps?
• Is the length of experience, seat time, timing of activities appropriate? Does the overall

flow make sense?
• Technology: Is it user-friendly? Does it serve the purpose?
• Activities: Are directions clear? Is there enough time for setup and debrief?
• Game(s): Are the mechanics and “win state” clear?
• Learner materials/tools: Useful? Complete?
• Facilitator materials/tools: Useful? Complete?

Pilot-ready is typically the LAST review/chance to tweak the learning experience before
launching it. For us, it’s typically the 2nd or 3rd round of review. 

Varies by learning experience: May include an MVP, Train-the-trainer, Think Out Loud Session, 
surveys/assessments, focus groups, facilitated debrief conversations 



THE LEARNING & REMEMBERING EQUATION 
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Cognitive BalanceMotivation Relevant Practice Specific, Timely 
Feedback

Spacing & Repetition Emotional 
Connection Story Retrieve Later

Mental
Involvement

Memory 
Builders
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THREE-PHASE LEARNING MODEL

1. Engage 2. Deepen 3. Reinforce

Online Pre-Work Experience Live In-Person or Virtual 
Workshop Experience(s)

Post-Workshop 
Reinforcement

Establish facts 
and processes.

Practice using facts with 
customers, 

experience hands-on 
training, get feedback.

Reinforce 
customer messages, 

practice more 
complex scenarios, learn 

from real experiences.
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SAMPLE TOOLS



A

SAMPLE PROJECT PLAN WITH PILOT

Local Kickoff Event

Alpha
Beta
Pilot + Finalize

Live Event(s)

DP Online Solutions

DP Live Events

BU + Online Solutions

BU + Live Events

Medical Value Online Solutions

Medical Value Live Events

New Frontiers Event

April May June July August Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan ‘21 Feb ‘21 Mar ‘21



Sample “Playbook Approach” to Pilot
T-8 T- 6-4 T-4 Go live Weeks 0-2

Evaluation

Training

Comms

Announce Kickoff

Training 
Plan

Huddle meetings*

Training 
Trigger

Feedback 
opportunities

Pulse Check
Pulse Check Pulse Check

Training Eval

Customer feedback

Lessons Learned

Prework

Virtual Sessions

Performance 
Support

Optional Q&As



TECHNOLOGY APPLICATION



Our client, a home hemodialysis product 
manufacturer, was observing:

• More patients than desired leaving 
home therapy.

• Fewer doctors than desired prescribing 
home therapy.

• Dialysis centers were not motivated to 
train patients on home therapy. 

• Nurses weren't equipped with a 
consistent training process.

BACKGROUND
ABOUT THE ORGANIZATION ABOUT THE TRAINING APPLICATION



THE PLAN: FOCUS ON THE EXPERIENCE
From miserable moments:

“I have no clear, easy-to-use and easy-to-
access roadmap for how to train a patient 
from beginning to end.”

“I am struggling to be self-sufficient, 
which makes me feel less safe in my 
therapy.”

To magical moments:

“The application is easy-to-use and 
customizable, which helps me train 
patients comfortably, consistently, and 
efficiently from start to finish.”

“I have consistent, consolidated, and 
simple support during training and when 
I’m home.”

NURSES

PATIENTS

A program that is easier to access, easier to use, and just a tap away!



PILOT EXECUTION 
• Client handled facilitation of pilot internally.
• Focused on nurses, with the thought that they could share 

patient perspectives. 
• Completed surveys of pilot nurses to gather data on:

• Comfort level with the application
• Number of patients trained per nurse
• How well the application integrated into the workflow
• Time saved in training
• NPS score for overall satisfaction

• Survey, limited in in its bandwidth, painted a confusing 
picture. 

• Conducted several in-person nurse interviews and 
focus groups, which revealed more details.
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Ability to tailor the…
 Ability to track and…
 All training content…
 Can use my mobile…

Easy to structure,…

ADVANTAGES OF APP



PILOT OUTCOMES & RECOMMENDATIONS 

Onboarding

• Nurses need significant opportunities to 
gain confidence in all features.

• Add onboarding support for nurses to both 
the patient application as well as the nurse 
side.

Experience Enhancements
• Add Patient Progress feature for nurses
• Add a video-based tutorial within Nurse 

app including best practices

SURVEY SAYS… RECOMMENDATIONS

Nurses rated highly, but limitations were:

• Most only used with one patient and relied 
on other tools as well, so it was difficult to 
gather patient feedback

• Most unfamiliar with patient-facing side of 
the app and did not have time to learn 

• Few recall onboarding for the app

• Limited to no pilot support/check-ins

Nurses worried about patients’ tech savviness



LESSONS LEARNED

In a tech-driven pilot, focus on the full 
holistic experience, not just the technology  
application or usability, for example
• How the patient and the nurse were 

interacting for hands-on practice
• Patient feedback on asynchronous tasks 

(videos and eLearning)
With significant pilot results, a second pilot 
may be beneficial. In this case:
• A second pilot was planned with the same 

nurses with intentional communication, 
planning, and monitoring support.

PILOT ASSUMPTIONS KEY TAKEAWAYS

The original paper-based curriculum had very 
robust nurse onboarding, but the new app-
base curriculum did not. Assumptions were:

• Nurses were familiar with training best 
practices from previous experience.

• Nurses would find the app intuitive and 
their skills from the paper-based 
curriculum training would transfer.

• Nurses would need minimal support 
during the pilot. 

• Patient feedback gathered through nurses.



LARGE CURRICULUM/ACADEMY MVP



This global Life Sciences organization recognized 
serious knowledge and skill gaps in their marketing 
employees, that could lead to lost market share to the 
competition, such as:

• Very few marketing “experts” (30% have less 
than 2 years experience in the role). 

• About 30% have never had any formal marketing 
training and 60% did not have Marketing 
degrees. 

• Most have technical backgrounds and have 
transitioned into Marketing. 

After completing the Market Excellence Academy 
experience, learners  will recognize their role and value 
as marketers at COMPANY. They will be able to 
collaborate with and lead others so that they may:

• Identify and prioritize key market needs and 
opportunities

• Create an integrated and impactful marketing 
plan aligned with the organization and defend 
the business case for the plan

• Execute, measure, and evaluate creative, 
strategic marketing initiatives

PROJECT BACKGROUND
ABOUT THE ORGANIZATION ABOUT THE CURRICULUM: The Goal

Well-trained, confident, and competent 
group of Marketers that are “certified”

Consistency in marketing approach, 
using a strategic mindset

Common understanding of “what good looks 
like” in marketing plans, tools, and techniques

Increased market share & 
“best in class” marketers



THE PLAN: FOCUS ON MVP

Design the Experience Test the Plan

5 design 
sessions 
with core 
project 
team 

Sounding 
board & 
project 

team review

12 focus 
groups across 
regions with 
marketers & 

managers 300+ survey 
respondents 

from 
marketers & 

managers

Analysis of 7 
existing 

company’s 
marketing 

training & 3rd

party 
courseware

Marketing 
Excellence 
Academy 

Blueprint & 
MVP

Define the Competencies





FOR THE MVP
LEARN BUILD APPLY COACH

Learning 
Solutions

Discover PESTLE Video (3 min)

Define the Competition Informational 
eLearning (15 min)

Recognize the COMPANY Product 
Strategy Video (5 min)

Use of Personas Video (4 min)

Share the Value Informational eLearning 
(15 min)

Define Digital Marketing (4 min)

Complete Segmentation Case Study 
Simulation (30 min)

Build a Campaign Interactive eLearning 
(30 min)

Deliver Digitally Webinar (Live - 60 min)

Market Size Assessments & Data Live 
Session (2 hours)

Know the Value Proposition Live Session 
(2 hours)

Design & Develop New Campaigns Live 
Session (2 hours)

Digital Customer Journey Live Session (2 
hours)

Segmentation Challenge with scoring 
rubric for manager (project-based work)

Coaching Guide for Leaders on 
Segmentation

Additional 
Tools

gSite Portal to all learning assets

Online Pre-Assessment to shape learning path

Communication and Implementation Support

Pilot rubric to assess impact



PILOT EXECUTION 
From Pre-Pilot Survey From Post-Pilot Survey



WHAT DID MANAGERS SAY?

55% Promoter
36% Passive
9% Detractor

Participant 
ImprovementNPS Coaching 

Conversation

Yes, knowledge 
or skill 
increased

Too soon to 
answer

No

Yes

More knowledge about value proposition 
building and market size. Apply the 
knowledge to build strategic plans and, 
also, support new team members in 
marketing for onboarding.

[The Coaching Guide] helped me 
to have a structured coaching 
session. It reminded me of some 
important aspects.

10 managers responded to the survey; 67% of 
learners reported meeting with their managers! 



PILOT OUTCOMES & RECOMMENDATIONS 

Practice
• Feedback: Want more business cases as 

prework with concrete examples for 
application

• Recommendation: Include more examples in 
prework and align live session participants on 
single case prior to event

Content
• Feedback: Would like summaries of content 

and resources, especially from online 
activities; struggled with these

• Recommendation: Create 1-2-page 
summaries as takeaways and links to all 
resources from eLearnings

PARTICIPANTS SAID… RECOMMENDATIONS

GROUP WORK: 
Working in groups 
and sharing 
experiences were 
valuable, ideally if 
groups were working 
with people dealing 
with similar topics

CONTENT: Course 
content was very good. I 
missed the possibility to 
print or download a 
summary of a specific 
part, so that I could use 
it at any time when 
needed.

90% indicated they 
took the quiz & 
followed the journey

MORE EXAMPLES: I believe 
the Academy is great for 
someone with technical 
background, not necessarily 
as useful for someone with a 
Business / Marketing 
background. I think in both 
cases what would truly 
enhance the learning curve 
/ usefulness would be the 
addition of more practical 
approaches.



• Design it right to begin with! Do the necessary analysis and design work up front to inform 
the experience you want to create.

• Include the pilot in your project timeline, at project kickoff. Consider it a key milestone.
• Learner personas as part of design? Select target learners who meet the personas’ 

criteria.
• If it’s a blended learning experience, test the entire experience (e.g., pre/post-work along 

with a live session)
• Determine the “current state” of participant knowledge & skill with a self-assessment, 

before and after the learning experience
• Gather participant feedback on the experience itself via a custom evaluation survey and 

debrief discussion.
• Invite a small group to participate in a live pilot of any gamified sessions and gather their 

feedback in a brief end-of-session focus group.
• Allow training facilitators to get support via a Train the Trainer workshop and coaching to 

enable use of any live session materials.
• For apps and technology-based learning experiences, consider a “Think Out Loud” 

session as your pilot.

TIPS FOR Success

Open the Camera on your 
phone and point to this QR 

Code for a PDF copy!
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